Note privatesessions from Irina Garbini
It is very important to me that the people who come to me to feel the full extent supported.
Therefore I beg you to bring your concerns or questions in writing with two or three sentences with. For in the time
where it is written, the energy flows for the transformations and it stays focused on the essentials.
* Private session: The Private Sessions serve the wholeness of soul - man and personality.
It is important to investigate this issue is, what it wants to be changed in life and write this and let me know.
After treatment, it is recommended to focus on what has changed to positive.
Sometimes there at a later date even more questions, or some resistors are high. This is normal and is placed at the right
time to equilibrium.
If there is something unclear or you need assistance, you can please contact me.
The private session does not replace a doctor or psychiatrist and no diagnoses created.
* Seelenchanneling
On the soul level also answers for these questions may arise.
Why I feel a stranger here
Where does my soul,
what potential it brings, I will learn in my life, etc.
This can be very important messages then that. Past and your future life with -beeinflussen
It will also show where changes are announced to come into full force and integrate the innate potential and to live.
It may also be that specific questions would like to be placed on the soul in terms of situations and To-states. The
answers and information can be important for the personality also.
Sometimes done some negative pattern of the soul, but that is for something to be recognized and corrected for the
soul wholeness in personality to come so in the angemesssene actions can.
* Skype sessions: The Skype sessions ½ hours Apointment
If it is not possible for you personally to appear at a private meeting, a meeting may be conducted via Skype.
10 Min. before the meeting that, on what should I look for and that what it wants to be changed in the drop box and send.
I look forward to playing with you in the Divine Matrix field and thank you for your registration and your participation in
the whole.
I thank Silvia Küng for the organization in 6173 Fluhli kueng.silvia@swissonline.ch Tel. 041 488 03 02/079 675 29 05
more info www. garbini.info

Sincerely Irina Garbini

